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• The reason I wanted to give this talk is because I have come to understand that a lot of 
what we know for sure about autism, just isn’t so. We have developed services for autistic 
people which are based on the belief that autism is primarily a psychological problem 
characterized by deficits in social understanding, restricted behaviors and interests, and 
cognition. But I have come to believe that autism is better accommodated and supported 
when it is understood as a neurological condition. [pause] Increasingly, people working in 
a neurological paradigm are achieving remarkably good outcomes, especially for those 
who don’t speak or whose speech is unreliable communication, and for those with 
prominent symptoms of dyspraxia. Dyspraxia is difficulty coordinating movement.
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• Ten years ago, we thought that autism was a thing. Find the gene! Maybe it’s vaccines? It’s an epidemic and 
a crisis! We’ve mostly moved through that, thankfully. But remnants of it sometimes rear its ugly head on 
occasion.

• A diagnosis of autism doesn’t correlate with any specific trait or characteristic. People can be super smart or 
have significant cognitive challenges. They can be organized or have executive function problems. They can 
be a competitive surfer or use a wheelchair. They may or may not have seizures. They may have normal, 
very acute or scrambled senses. They may be blind or deaf. They may be polite and regulated to a fault, or 
have significant anxiety, behavioral, or mental health problems. 

• Historically, autism was defined by psychiatrists who were rooted in early 20th Century cultural ideas about 
intelligence, eugenics, and social hygiene. Early work in treatments was based on Skinner’s framework. 
Skinner believed that observable behavior is the only relevant target of treatment, and that controlled
experimental designs are the only relevant way to evaluate their effectiveness. In Skinner’s paradigm, we 
know a treatment works if you present a stimulus, and the person consistently responds in the way you 
expect. For Skinner, thoughts, feelings, emotions, or other non-observable, or less measurable aspects of 
cognition are not relevant. Skinner thought we don’t have to ask questions about why people behave the 
way they do beyond a simplistic analysis of the immediate stimulus, behavior, and consequence. Medical 
causes of behavior changes aren’t assessed. [pause] But of course what autistic people think and feel is 
critically important. Their past experiences and traumas are relevant. Their health status is crucial. 
Understanding the reasons why they do what they do is core to developing good support.

• Autism is defined in the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of the American Psychiatric Association. But even 
the APA itself has begun to question the validity of the DSM classification scheme. It is based on 
professional consensus about clusters of psychological or behavioral symptoms rather than on more 
objective biological data. The fields of psychiatry and neurology are growing closer together every day as 
our understanding of the basic science in both fields improves. 

• It is pretty clear that there isn’t one autism. It is not a single condition with a range of presentations from mild 
to severe either. Autism is a catchall diagnosis that includes a very wide range of etiologies, traits, 
characteristics, strengths, challenges, genes, environmental influences, and biology. 
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Autistic people have a wide range of strengths and challenges. People with significant 
support needs can also have great gifts. Different parts of the brain perform different 
functions. For example, there are different spots for speech, language, and reading. They 
have connections between them. But the connections can be too weak or too strong. For 
example, someone  who speaks may have trouble reading. Someone who signs English 
may not be able to speak. Someone who reads and who has language, may also have 
trouble speaking even though they can write. Applied Behavior Analysis, the most common 
treatment for autism, assumes that what you see is a good representation of what is going 
on in the brain. But it isn’t. Many autistic people have more going on inside than they can 
show.
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• The brain is also connected to the body. The peripheral nervous system is made up the afferent motor system, and the efferent sensory system. [refer to chart] The efferent carries 
signals from the brain to the muscles, and the afferent carries sensory information to the brain. Sometimes those messages get scrambled. This leads to action problems that look 
like autistic behavior. 

• I used to teach that all behavior is communication. [pause] I was wrong. [pause] Not all behavior is communication. Some of it is not purposeful at all. It is an artifact of difficulty 
organizing and regulating sensation and movement, even if it appears intentional. We all have experience with this. For example:

• Have you ever changed your password, but your fingers automatically type the old one in anyhow? That’s not a cognitive problem.

• Have you ever gotten startled and bopped a friend before you could process that they aren’t a threat? That’s not a problem with aggression.

• Have you ever walked into a crowded convention hall where there are hundreds of conversations, and just heard a wall of sound? It’s not a hearing problem.

• Maybe you saw someone you know, and suddenly you could pick out their voice, even if you couldn’t distinguish it before you saw them? 

• Have you ever tried to learn a new dance and found it easier to move your body when an instructor was doing the same steps next to you, but couldn’t do the steps at all when 
standing next to another student who was messing them up? You weren’t faking your difficulty.

• Have you ever done a repetitive fine motor task and got into a rhythm with it. When in the rhythm, you were really accurate and fast, but someone interrupts you and you make a 
mistake? 

• Have you ever gotten nervous and your body froze or you were unable to speak? 

• Have you ever been in a classroom where you could hear the professor but you weren’t tuned in to what he was saying until the professor says your name and suddenly your 
attention shifts to pay attention?  

• Autistic people with verbal and motor apraxia describe bodies which don’t obey their minds; where these types of sensory and movement integration glitches happen frequently 
throughout the day, creating challenges with navigating the world. Imagine how frustrating it would be if people assumed these sensory and movement glitches represented a 
cognitive or behavioral problem or a lack of social interest? She typed the wrong password therefore she must have a terrible short term memory. She bopped her friend, so she 
much have irritability and aggression. She doesn’t approach groups, so she must be in a world of her own. He has demonstrated he can write his name at school, so if he isn’t 
doing it at home, it must be because he isn’t cooperative or motivated. 

• You can see how people would come to those conclusions. It is also easy to see the frustration and despair it could cause.

• I’ll tell you a story from our CART Services consult team about how powerful it can be to understand autism as a neurological condition. We were consulted on a client. The 
regional center was exploring out-of-state placement in an institution because, we were told, he was constantly violent, and nothing was helping. They had consulted multiple 
behaviorists and their highest level behavioral programs and homes were refusing to serve him. Nothing they tried was working. From the description, we were prepared to meet 
someone very dangerous. But when we arrived, we saw what they were talking about. It wasn’t aggression or violence at all. He had a kind of repetitive movement, very 
stereotyped, always the same, unemotional, easily inhibited by his aides who gently touched his arm when he reached out and when they did, he pulled it back. It was more like a 
tic than an attack. If you stood close enough to him on that side of his body, you would get hit, and it would hurt. But he hadn’t caused any injuries. Instead of fixating on getting this 
tic to stop, a simple solution was to simply stay out of the way of this movement, and otherwise ignore it. There are other things you could do such as helping to scramble, dilute or 
distract. The movement could be shaped into something a little less likely to hurt someone. It also helps to have a less crowded environment. He did better in a home with fewer 
people and more space so it is easier to dodge the movement. But the main intervention was just reinterpreting what was going on in neurological terms. It didn’t cure him or 
change him. But that intervention was so effective, he found a new home, a new program that was focused on activities—not just his movement problem. The last we heard was 
doing well, no longer needing 1:1 support, and no longer at risk of being institutionalized.

• An analogy is Tourette’s syndrome or stuttering. When a person with Tourette’s syndrome involuntarily makes a loud sound or a person who stutters gets stuck on a word, the best 
way to help them is often to just ignore it and move on. Focusing on it usually just makes it worse for them and more disruptive to others.

• The original uploader was Fuzzform at English Wikipedia [GFDL (http://www.gnu.org/copyleft/fdl.html)], via Wikimedia Commons

• Torres, E., Brincker, M., Isenhower, R., Yanovich, P., Stigler, K., Nurnberger, J. I., . . . Jose, J. (2013). Autism: the micro-movement perspective. Frontiers in Integrative 
Neuroscience, 7(32). doi:10.3389/fnint.2013.00032
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• Movement varies from purposeful to automatic. Movements that start as purposeful can 
become more automatic with practice. Reflexive movements can also become more 
automatic. Sometimes automatic movements can be helpful, but sometimes they aren’t. 
For example, it helps to do actions like walking and talking automatically, but if it becomes 
an obsession it can be frustrating. For instance, if I want to put on shoes in the morning, it 
helps to have a motor plan well practiced. But if I want to go to the beach, I don’t want to 
see my shoes and put them on automatically. Our ability to control purposeful movement 
is our gift. Autistic people may have other gifts, like persistence and clear thinking.

• Some body movements happen unconsciously like the muscle movements of digestion. 
There was discussion at the last Interagency Autism Coordinating Committee workshop 
on health about whether the same micro movement issues which cause difficulty 
coordinating the movements of skeletal muscles in the arms and legs might also affect the 
muscles of digestion. This might account for some of the problems many autistic people 
have with constipation.

• Torres, E. Two Classes of movements in Motor Control. Exp Brain Res. 215:3-4, 2011. 
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• By assessing the traits and characteristics of individuals, autism can be addressed without being named. I think it is 
helpful to get away from diagnostic labels because it frees us from our unconscious biases about who autistic people 
are. Without preconceived notions, we can better identify the strengths we have the work with and the challenges we 
have to work around to provide education, communication and opportunity. What learning channels are open at any 
given moment? Can we get their visual attention? Would auditory work better? What if we tried tactile or kinesthetic 
methods to focus their attention? Some of you are tuning out your auditory channel and are focused on your visual 
channel on your cell phone. Can I get your attention by sending a message to your phone? Or can I get you to shift from 
your phone to my voice by changing my pace, volume, or tone?

• What do we know about sensory and movement issues in autism? 

• First, performance doesn’t equal intelligence. If an examiner asks a question, there are all sorts of reasons why 
someone might not respond or respond correctly. Maybe there were sensory distractions. Maybe the picture wasn’t 
presented in their narrow field of vision. Maybe the question prompted an automatic rather than a purposeful gesture in 
response. Most intelligence testing has been normed on people who speak fluently and in people with well-integrated 
sensory and movement skills. 

• There is a growing body of research showing that intelligence testing in autism doesn’t consistently produce valid 
results, and is causing us to underestimate people. Think about what would happen if we administered an intelligence 
test to Stephen Hawking, but he didn’t have access to a sophisticated AAC device to communicate. What if we just 
assumed that his inability to respond meant that he didn’t understand? 

• Historically, we have done this to non-speaking people before. Deaf people were presumed to have intellectual 
disabilities because their speech is unclear. Helen Keller had to overcome the resistance of skeptics to be admitted to 
Radcliffe College, because they assumed her aide was providing the answers.

• Also, intelligence is not a fixed trait or capacity. It isn’t a prognosis. The full richness of a person’s cognitive, 
communitive, sensory, and movement function can’t be encapsulated in two or three digit number. We need to presume 
competence even in people who don’t speak or whose speech is unreliable communication. Presuming competence 
doesn’t mean that all people who don’t speak are geniuses or that they have already been exposed to information. It 
means presuming they can learn and grow, even if they can’t yet demonstrate what they know. [pause] Presuming 
competence is harder than it sounds to do. You have to take a leap of faith that you are making a difference, even when 
it isn’t apparent at first that you are succeeding. If you haven’t seen the film, Intelligent Lives yet, I highly recommend it. 
It traces some of the history of intelligence testing and follows three people with intellectual disabilities as they 
successfully pursue education, relationships, work and self-directed lives. Increasingly, people with autism, even those 
who don’t speak and who have been labeled “low functioning,” or who have spent years in a moderate/severe special 
education classroom, are gaining access to higher education, forming families, working, and pursing a full range of 
opportunities.
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• What are the implications of these differences? Choosing therapeutic approaches needs to be 
individualized based on an assessment that includes an understanding of sensory and movement 
differences.

• A corollary to that is, use caution when applying “evidence.” Evidence based practice is more than 
just counting the number of peer reviewed articles that show a therapy does or doesn’t work. We 
will talk more about that in a minute.

• Working with sensory and movement differences is more effective than working against them. 
That sounds obvious, but is infrequently practiced. The structure of Individual Education Plans is a 
deficit model—make a list of every deficit and come up with a strategy to address each one. 
Objectives have to be measurable over the course of a school quarter. Presuming competence, at 
least at first, requires a leap of faith. There isn’t a place for that in educational assessments where 
people may not yet be able to show everything they know. This can lead to people getting stuck 
with IEP’s focused on weaknesses, and with goals that make them do basic work over and over 
again because they haven’t proved they can move on yet. This burns out parents and staff who 
don’t see progress in despite a lot money and effort.

• Everybody needs a fluent form of expressive communication. That needs to be an early, top, 
priority. Don’t give up. The Office of Developmental Primary Care’s guide, “Everybody 
Communicates” can help you figure out how to get an assessment that takes into account 
individual sensory, movement, and cognitive differences, and how to access services. United for 
Communication Choice’s website also has information. When exploring options for treatment, 
listen to autistic people. Read what they say. Find people with similar traits and characteristics, 
and see what worked for them.

• Because of unconscious bias, people are routinely underestimated. Presume competence. Be 
skeptical about IQ tests. Don’t let a number determine your opportunities or your potential. 
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• Evidence is important, but even in medicine, only about 10% of what we do is based on high quality randomized 
controlled trials or other high quality evidence. Clinical trials can only answer very narrow questions. Not everything 
important can be studied and not everything that is studied is important. I think it was Einstein said that. 

• When we are talking about people with a wide range of unique traits and characteristics, it is hard to generalize from the 
experience of one person to another. Also, many people have found highly idiosyncratic and highly effective ways of 
communicating, learning, and navigating the world. If something has proven useful to an individual that is completely 
empiric. It is all the evidence you need. If something has proven to work for an individual, the presence or absence of 
peer reviewed literature is irrelevant to that person.  

• When assessing whether to apply research to a specific individual, questions to ask are: 

• 1. Does this individual share the same traits and characteristics and conditions as the people in the study? Having the 
same diagnosis isn’t enough.

• 2. Are the outcome measures meaningful to your client? For example a communication method that only allows me to 
request food items isn’t meaningful if my goal is education or communicating my authentic thoughts.

• 3.  Are the methods used valid? Some research methods are more rigorous than others, but to be valid you have to 
determine if the test measures what it is supposed to measure. For example, if you are trying to study the outcomes of 
an intervention on the ability to communicate in natural settings with a receptive, supportive, cooperative communication 
partner, does a high stakes test in a lab with an examiner reading a script and attempting to be neutral and objective 
measure that? What if the test consists of vocabulary drills? Is that a measure of communication?

• 4. Is the therapy available and is there a way to implement it? Often effective methods are hard to implement in public 
schools because they are more 1:1, require expertise that staff don’t have and take longer than the average turn over.

• 5. What are the risks or downsides?

• 6. Is the treatment in conflict with the patient’s or the disability community’s values and expectations?

• I’ll tell you another story from our consult service to illustrate why this is so important. We were consulted on a non-
speaking autistic girl who was having self-injurious behavior and her school had decided it couldn’t serve her. 
Reviewing her records we noted she is blind and deaf. Because they were dedicated to evidence-based practice for 
autism, they were using PECs to support her communication. That’s picture icons, a mainstay of most autism special 
education programs. She can’t see them. Her parents asked, “Why aren’t they teaching her a form of tactile sign 
language? She is frustrated and bored.” We asked the same question and got them in contact with the people who 
provide those services. Misapplying evidence burns teachers and families out and frustrates autistic people.
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• We need to listen to what self-advocates are telling us about what works for them. Let’s 
hear directly from a self-advocate about their experience living with sensory and 
movement differences. This video shows what it is like to be trapped in an unruly body. 
The video is a little over seven minutes. Take a break if you need to.
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• Payam isn’t alone. I have permission to share Chris’ essay. Chris is a letterboard user:

• “So many autistics feel that they must be stupid because of where the content is pitched. How would you feel if you were taught easy 
concepts that you understood the first time over and over again? After a while, you would realize that people thought you were stupid, 
and then would you try to improve your motor skills so you could demonstrate your ability or would you get bored and switch off? This 
is enormously frustrating for Autistics who are desperate to learn new things. Everyone would do better if we could work at the 
person’s age.”

• Another non-speaking, self-advocate responded to the question, “What do you want professionals to know about communication?” 
with this…, “What I want people to know about communication is that it has nothing to do with intelligence. It is a motor planning 
issue…Before basic scientists researched brain anatomy, psychiatrists assumed autistic behavior is purposeful. This has caused 
problems for autistic people all over the world. It isn’t helpful to do drills or positive behavior plans because they don’t work on the 
brain dysfunction that makes speech hard. Another reason they don’t work is that they cause anxiety and low self-esteem. Many 
people believe they are helping because they make charts and graphs and errorless learning models. It is as if they don’t know that 
people learn from mistakes. Behavioral training is merely drilling motor plans, so with a prompt you get the response you want. But 
that isn’t necessarily the response intended. The intent may be, “Help! Stop! You are underestimating me. I want to learn regular 
lessons. Talk to me normally. Stop patronizing me. It is making me fear for my future. Let me understand my body and harness it so 
we can be friends.”  (Say that with PECS or pivotal response training.)

• Berkeley admitted its first non-speaking autistic students this year. They are doing well and have become student leaders. In your 
handout is a link to Hari’s blog which is definitely worth reading. If you haven’t seen the films Deej or Far from the Tree, I highly 
recommend them. 

• There is a program at Cal Lutheran, the Autism and Communication Center, which runs programs for college bound AAC users and is 
supporting several students. Their well-attended, Spectrum of Opportunity Conference, this year featured a full day of keynote 
speeches by letterboard, keyboard, and AAC users. And at the end of the day, dozens of non-speaking autistic kids and teens came 
up to share what the conference meant to them, and their hopes for the future. There was an awesome letterboard social where non-
speaking autistic people played word games together, and a drum circle in the evening. What is possible is being redefined by brave 
self-advocates. The great thing about this environment is that when someone made a sound, or got up to move, or grabbed a drink 
out of someone’s hand, nobody fussed about it or called it socially inappropriate behavior. They were welcome. Overall, in a calm, 
safe environment, the self-advocate participants were much better regulated—not because we intervened, but because we didn’t.

• The basic science of autism and sensory movement differences and the study of dyspraxia in autism is expanding rapidly, but it still 
doesn’t constitute a coherent story. Research can only answer narrow questions. Even without a full understanding, it is pretty clear to 
me that this line of basic science research is on the right track and correlates much better with what I observe. I hope you will explore 
the resources on this slide and in the handout. Next year, if you are interested, we may be able to convince the conference chairs to 
invite the educators, parents, and self-advocates who are finding ways to harness unruly bodies, to meet and talk to you in person.

.
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